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Abstract. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) launches12

and maintains a network of satellites to monitor the meteorological, oceano-13

graphic, and solar-terrestrial physics environments. In the past decade, ge-14

omagnetic field modelers have focused much attention on magnetic measure-15

ments from missions such as CHAMP, Ørsted and SAC-C. With the com-16

pletion of the CHAMP mission in 2010, there have been no satellite-based17

vector magnetic field measurements available for main field modeling. In this18

study, we calibrate the Special Sensor Magnetometer (SSM) instrument on-19

board DMSP to create a dataset suitable for main field modeling. These vec-20

tor field measurements are calibrated to compute instrument timing shifts,21

scale factors, offsets, and non-orthogonality angles of the fluxgate magne-22

tometer cores. Euler angles are then computed to determine the orientation23

of the vector magnetometer with respect to a local coordinate system. We24

fit a degree 15 main field model to the dataset and compare with the World25

Magnetic Model (WMM) and Ørsted scalar measurements. We call this model26

DMSP-MAG-1 and its coefficients and software are available for download27

at http://geomag.org/models/dmsp.html. Our results indicate that the DMSP28

dataset will be a valuable source for main field modeling for the years be-29

tween CHAMP and the upcoming Swarm mission.30

Patrick Alken, National Geophysical Data Center, NOAA E/GC1, 325 Broadway, Boulder,

CO 80305-3328, USA. (patrick.alken@noaa.gov)
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1. Introduction

Satellite derived geomagnetic field measurements from recent missions have facilitated31

the creation of magnetic field models with unprecedented accuracy. These models, in turn,32

are used in a vast number of different scientific and engineering applications. Low-degree33

models, such as the World Magnetic Model [Maus et al., 2010a] and the International34

Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) [Finlay et al., 2010] are used in industry for navi-35

gation, orienting antennas and solar panels, and mineral exploration. Scientists subtract36

these models from geomagnetic data to uncover smaller-scale signatures caused by sources37

in the Earth’s core, crust, and ionosphere. More sophisticated models include a crustal38

component up to high spherical harmonic degrees, as well as an external field to capture39

time-varying magnetospheric effects [Sabaka et al., 2004; Maus et al., 2006; Olsen et al.,40

2006, 2009; Lesur et al., 2008]. These models are invaluable in studying the spatial struc-41

ture and time dependence of the Earth’s core, crustal, ionospheric and magnetospheric42

fields.43

While many geomagnetic field models include data recorded by ground observatories,44

the high accuracy at high spherical harmonic degrees would not be possible without45

satellite measurements. Many of these models are based on the past decade of mea-46

surements by the CHAMP [Reigber et al., 2003], Ørsted [Olsen et al., 2003], and SAC-C47

[Colomb et al., 2004] satellites which have provided unprecedented spatial coverage of48

the geomagnetic field. Ørsted is the only one of these satellites still in orbit, however it49

has provided only scalar field measurements since 2004. Therefore, there have been no50

scientific-quality vector measurements of the geomagnetic field from satellites since the51
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end of the CHAMP mission in September 2010. While the upcoming Swarm satellite52

mission [Friis-Christensen et al., 2006] was originally scheduled to launch toward the end53

of CHAMP’s mission life, delays have now created a multi-year gap in satellite vector54

measurements. Filling in this gap would provide a large benefit to studies of secular55

variation, ionospheric and magnetospheric effects, and main field modeling efforts in the56

post-CHAMP era.57

In this study, we investigate the suitability of the fluxgate magnetometer onboard the58

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites for main field modeling. The59

primary purpose of the DMSP satellites is for weather forecasting. Therefore, while they60

do carry vector magnetometers, the satellites were not designed to be as magnetically61

clean as the Ørsted, CHAMP, and upcoming Swarm missions. Early DMSP satellites62

(F-14 and prior) mounted their magnetometers on the body of the satellite leading to63

significantly higher noise in the magnetic field measurements. Starting with F-15, the64

magnetometer was mounted on a 5 meter boom assembly which greatly helped reduce65

the instrument noise and contamination from other spacecraft fields. In our study, we66

restrict our analysis to the spacecraft F-15 through F-18, which all have boom-mounted67

magnetometers.68

In section 2 we discuss the DMSP fluxgate magnetometer instrument. Section 3 de-69

scribes the calibration procedure for the vector magnetic measurements, including the70

timing shift, scalar calibration parameters, and Euler angles. In section 4 we fit a main71

field model to the calibrated dataset. Finally, in section 5 we validate our model against72

recent Ørsted scalar field measurements.73
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2. DMSP SSM Measurements

The observations used for this study were made by the special sensor magnetometer74

(SSM) instruments onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satel-75

lites F-15, F-16, F-17, and F-18. These DMSP satellites fly in sun-synchronous, polar76

orbits, with inclinations of about 98.8◦, periods of about 102 minutes, and altitudes be-77

tween 835 and 850 km [Burke et al., 2011]. F-15 was launched in December 1999 into78

an orbit with ascending and descending nodes of about 21:10 and 09:10 LT, respectively.79

F-16 was launched in October 2003 into an orbit with ascending and descending nodes of80

about 20:01 and 08:01 LT. F-17 was launched in November 2006 with ascending and de-81

scending nodes near 17:32 and 05:32 LT. F-18 was launched in October 2009; its ascending82

and descending nodes are near 19:54 and 07:54 LT.83

The SSM instruments are triaxial fluxgate magnetometers mounted on 5 meter booms84

and directed anti-radially (upward) from the spacecraft. They measure the geomagnetic85

field vector at a rate of 12 Hz and with a resolution of 2 nT. These vector measurements86

are then averaged over one second and provided as 1 Hz data in the spacecraft frame.87

The vector components of the SSM measurements are provided in a coordinate system88

which we assume to be unknown. We do however assume that this system is fixed with89

respect to the spacecraft, and using our knowledge of the attitude control system, we90

will define our own spacecraft-fixed coordinate system which will enable us to orient the91

measurements in a local geocentric frame. This is discussed in detail in the next section.92

3. Magnetometer Calibration

Some initial calibration of the DMSP SSM data is performed by the Air Force prior to93

distributing the data publicly. Attempts are made to detect and remove large fields due94
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to the magneto-torquers and instruments on the satellite. Additionally, scalar calibration95

is performed using the IGRF [Finlay et al., 2010] as the reference field model. However,96

there continue to exist significant artifacts in the data, including frequent data jumps97

of 10-30 nT, and systematic large-scale structures which could have adverse effects on98

accurate main field modeling. Several examples of these effects are shown in Fig. 1.99

Here we plot scalar residuals from F-17 along a few orbits after subtracting the Pomme-8100

main field model [Maus et al., 2010b] for data recorded on 4 May 2011. Pomme-8 is101

a degree 133 main field model based on CHAMP measurements until 2010 and Ørsted102

measurements until 2013. It also includes an external field component [Lühr and Maus,103

2010]. Specifically, the residual is calculated as104

r = Fssm − Fint − b̂int · Bext (1)105

where Fssm is the scalar SSM measurement, Fint = |Bint| is the Pomme-8 scalar inter-106

nal field up to degree 16, b̂int = Bint/Fint is a unit vector in the main field direction,107

and Bext is the Pomme-8 external field. Since we are subtracting scalar fields, we must108

project the external field onto the internal field direction. The data jumps in the figure109

are common features for all DMSP satellites and exist during nearly all orbits we have110

analyzed. They are likely due to other devices, such as heaters, turning on for several111

minutes and then shutting off, though we have not carefully tracked their origins due to112

a lack of availability of the satellites’ housekeeping data. They are not thought to be due113

to the magneto-torquers, as these effects are removed from the dataset prior to public114

distribution. In addition to the data jumps, we see larger scale structure, particularly115

a prominent minimum in the residuals at low-latitudes and maxima at higher latitudes.116

These features could be due to remanent and/or induced magnetization of the spacecraft,117
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or insufficiently calibrated data. Both the small and large-scale structure seen in the118

figure could have detrimental effects on attempts to create a main field model, and so it119

is necessary to carefully detect and remove these features from the data. Therefore, we120

have recalibrated the DMSP SSM measurements using a multi-step procedure, following121

the work of other satellite missions (e.g. [Yin and Lühr , 2011; Le et al., 2011]), which122

performs both a scalar calibration and a vector calibration to recover the Euler angles123

required to analyze the data in a geocentric coordinate system.124

A key step in calibrating and analyzing the DMSP SSM data lies in accurate orbital po-125

sition determination. Since the DMSP satellites do not carry GPS receivers, their orbital126

positions are determined through radar tracking and orbital propagation. A differential127

orbit correction program is used to fit Space Surveillance Network (SSN) observations to128

obtain the standard 6 Keplerian elements plus the ballistic coefficient (B). The differential129

correction orbit fits are obtained using a weighted least squares approach that uses special130

perturbations orbit integration. The geopotential selected for use in the differential orbit131

corrections is the EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 1998] model truncated to a 48 × 48 field. The132

special perturbation integration also includes third-body gravitational effects of the sun133

and moon, solar radiation pressure, earth and ocean tide effects, and accelerations due134

to atmospheric drag. The atmospheric density model used in the integration is a modi-135

fied Jacchia [Jacchia, 1970] 1970 model that was developed for incorporation into the Air136

Force’s High Accuracy Satellite Drag Model (HASDM) program [Storz et al., 2002]. The137

modified Jacchia 1970 model uses the same Jacchia equations to compute the density but138

also incorporates additional equations to compute new temperature and density partial139

derivatives for improved orbit fits. The HASDM model processes drag information from140
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the trajectories of 75 to 80 inactive payloads and debris (calibration satellites) to solve141

for a dynamically changing global correction to the thermospheric and exospheric neutral142

density. This correction covers the altitude range of 200 to 900 km. Satellite tracking143

observations (azimuth, elevation, range, and range rate) of the calibration satellites, ob-144

tained from the Space Surveillance Network, are processed directly to derive the neutral145

atmospheric density. Thermospheric density correction parameters are computed along146

with the trajectory states of the calibration satellites in a single estimation process, known147

as the Dynamic Calibration Atmosphere (DCA). DCA estimates 13 global density cor-148

rection parameters. This global correction not only reduces the errors in the state error149

covariance for non-calibration satellites, but also makes these errors more realistic. An150

important feature of DCA is its segmented solution approach. Although the state vector151

of each calibration satellite is estimated for a 2-day fit span interval, the density correc-152

tion parameters are estimated on 3-hour sub-intervals within the fit span. This approach153

is used to extract the time resolution needed to accurately determine the dynamically154

changing thermospheric density. This is especially important during geomagnetic storms,155

when the Joule heating and particle precipitation of the auroral ovals drive rapidly chang-156

ing density features. However, to obtain this 3-hour resolution requires that the density157

parameters be constrained within the parameter solution. The constraints can be mini-158

mized though because of the large number (about 75 to 80) of calibration satellites used159

in the fits, and because of the heavy space surveillance sensor tasking which provides160

observations on almost every pass over almost every SSN sensor.161

For non-calibration satellites such as DMSP the model also employs a segmented so-162

lution for the ballistic coefficient. This is a technique whereby an overall ballistic coeffi-163
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cient is estimated over the fit span and additional B type corrections are allowed to vary164

throughout the fit span. Fit spans of several days are divided into 100 minute segments165

for which a separate ballistic coefficient correction is estimated for each segment. This166

segment B technique is applied after the DCA density corrections are applied for each167

individual DMSP satellite, thus further improving the accuracy of the state vector esti-168

mate for the satellite trajectory. For DMSP satellites the SSN is heavily tasked to provide169

a radar track for every pass for every phased-array radar in the network. This provides170

very accurate radar observations on every single orbit. The orbit accuracy of the DMSP171

derived ephemeris has been estimated to have less than a 30m one standard deviation172

throughout the ephemeris.173

3.1. Coordinate Systems

The DMSP attitude control system is designed to keep the Operational Linescan System174

(OLS) instrument aligned with the local geodetic vertical to within 0.01◦. This essentially175

means we can define a satellite-fixed coordinate system using the local geodetic vertical176

direction, as well as the satellite’s velocity vector. We define unit vectors in our satellite-177

fixed basis as178

ŝ1 =
vt

|vt|
(2)179

ŝ2 = ŝ3 × ŝ1 (3)180

ŝ3 = −êµ (4)181
182

where êµ is a unit vector in oblate spheroidal coordinates, which is outward normal to the183

local oblate spheroid defined by the WGS84 [NIMA, 2000] standard, and vt = v−(v·êµ)êµ184

is the component of the satellite velocity perpendicular to êµ. With this definition, the185
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basis vector ŝ3 points in the downward local geodetic vertical direction, ŝ1 points along186

the perpendicular velocity direction, and ŝ2 completes the right-handed basis set. These187

basis vectors can be assumed to remain fixed with respect to the body of the satellite, up188

to the error in the attitude control system.189

In our analysis, position and velocity vectors are transformed to Earth-Centered Inertial190

(ECI) coordinates, which represent standard Cartesian coordinates in a star-fixed frame191

centered at the Earth’s center of mass. ECI coordinates provide a natural basis for192

solving the orbital equations which produce the DMSP positions and velocities, and they193

also greatly simplify the various calibration steps described below.194

3.2. Data Selection

We process all available data from the DMSP F-15, F-16, F-17, and F-18 satellites from195

January 2009 through July 2013. In order to reduce unmodeled signals from external and196

ionospheric fields, we impose the following data selection criteria:197

1. Dst index does not exceed 30 nT198

2. Interplanetary Magnetic Field: By ≤ 2 nT, −2 ≤ Bz ≤ 6 nT199

3. Ap index less than 12 at mid/low latitudes (≤ 60◦)200

4. Ap index less than 27 at high-latitudes (≥ 60◦)201

5. Local times between 0630 and 1800 are excluded at mid/low latitudes (≤ 60◦)202

6. At high latitudes (≥ 60◦), the sun must be at least 10◦ below the horizon to ensure203

darkness204

3.3. Timing Shift
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The first step in calibrating a satellite vector magnetometer is to compute its timing205

shift. This represents the delay between when a measurement is made by the instrument,206

and when it is given a timestamp and recorded. Due to the various electronics involved,207

this is typically on the order of several tens of milliseconds, which is significant for satellite208

measurements as the satellite moves by several hundred meters during this short time.209

Since the geomagnetic field can change by several nanotesla over this distance, it is im-210

portant to accurately account for the timing shift for main field modeling. In order to211

calculate the timing shift, we calibrate the scalar measurements against a scalar reference212

field model. Specifically, we seek a time shift δt which minimizes the error function213

ǫ(δt) =
∑

i

{

Fi − F main(r(ti + δt))
}2

(5)214

where ti is the timestamp recorded with the scalar field measurement Fi = |Bi|, F main is215

the Pomme-8 scalar main field model, and r(t) is the satellite position at time t as given by216

the orbital propagation procedure discussed previously, and using Hermite polynomials217

to interpolate between the sampled points. Hermite polynomials have been shown to218

exhibit very small errors when interpolating orbit positions with sampling intervals of up219

to several minutes [Korvenoja and Piche, 2000].220

The timing shift δt is calculated from Eq. (5) using 24 hours of data at a time and221

minimizing the error function using robust regression. Robust regression is used due to222

the high sensitivity of the timing shift calculation to data outliers as shown in Fig. 1.223

Robust regression is designed to reduce the effect of data outliers by assigning them small224

weights through iteration. While robust regression helps to counteract the effect of these225

data jumps, it cannot produce a long-term stable signal of the timing delay on its own, and226
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so we have combined the timing shift calculation with the scalar calibration and outlier227

detection procedure discussed in the following sections.228

3.4. Scalar Calibration Parameters

When a timing shift δt has been computed from Eq. (5), we compute the 9 vector229

magnetometer parameters common to all fluxgate instruments. These are 3 scale factors,230

3 offsets and 3 non-orthogonality angles. The scale factors are typically linear propor-231

tionality parameters needed to convert the voltage readings of each magnetometer core232

into units of magnetic field. However, the DMSP SSM data has already undergone some233

calibration and is provided in units of magnetic field, and so our scale factors will be di-234

mensionless quantities needed to bring the data into agreement with our scalar reference235

model. The 3 offsets represent the magnetic field reading of each magnetometer core if236

there is no current flowing through the coils. This can be due to remanent magnetization237

of the core material (or other nearby instruments on the satellite) as well as other sources238

of noise. Finally, the 3 non-orthogonality angles allow for the possibility that the 3 cores239

are slightly misaligned into a non-orthogonal coordinate system. These angles represent240

corrections designed to bring the 3 magnetometer axes into an orthogonal system. The241

equations relating the calibrated to the uncalibrated field components are discussed in242

detail in Yin and Lühr [2011] and Lühr et al. [2013] and are given below:243

Bx = SxEx + Ox + Ey cos αxy + Ez cos αxz (6)244

By = SyEy + Oy + Ez cos αyz (7)245

Bz = SzEz + Oz (8)246
247
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Here, Ex, Ey, Ez represent the uncalibrated SSM field components in the spacecraft frame,248

Sx, Sy, Sz are the dimensionless scale factors, Ox, Oy, Oz are the offsets with units of nan-249

otesla, and αxy, αxz, αyz are the non-orthogonality angles. The vector E is provided by250

the Air Force in a spacecraft-fixed coordinate system which we are calling (x, y, z). Here,251

x points along the positive spacecraft velocity direction (approximately north/south), z252

points normal to the spacecraft and positive toward Earth (approximately downward), and253

y points normal to the orbital plane. The precise details of this coordinate system are not254

too important, since the timing and scalar calibration require only the scalar magnitude of255

the field vector, and the Euler angles will be computed using our own satellite-fixed basis256

ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3. The scale factors, offsets, and non-orthogonality angles however are referenced257

to this coordinate system and so an approximate idea of the axis directions is useful in258

interpreting their values.259

The scale factors, offsets and non-orthogonality angles are determined by comparing260

the scalar magnitude of the calibrated vector (Bx, By, Bz) with a known scalar reference261

model over a period of 24 hours of data. Setting F 2
cal = B2

x + B2
y + B2

z , we can define an262

error function263

ǫ(S,O, α) =
∑

i

{

Fcal(S,O, α;Ei) − F main(r(ti + δt))
}2

(9)264

where Ei is the SSM vector measurement and δt is the previously computed timing shift.265

The scale factors, offsets, and non-orthogonality angles are recovered from Eq. (9) for each266

24 hour period using nonlinear least squares regression. While only the scalar magnitude267

of the calibrated field vector is used in the least-squares inversion, unique solutions for268

the scale factors, offsets and non-orthogonality angles are guaranteed by using 24 hour269
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periods of data, representing many orbits over which the magnetometer is rotated into270

many spatial orientations.271

3.5. Outlier Detection

As mentioned in Sec. 3.3, data outliers can significantly influence the timing shift272

calculation, and this is also true for the 9 scalar calibration parameters discussed above.273

During a typical DMSP orbit, there can be between 5 and 10 large data jumps (as seen274

in Fig. 1). It is important to accurately detect and remove these effects from the data275

in order to produce reliable long-term signals of the timing shift and scalar calibration276

parameters.277

Detecting these data jumps can be a challenging problem, especially during a first pass278

of the uncalibrated data where there can be significant structure in the residuals which279

tends to hide some of the outliers. Therefore, we use an iterative scheme, in which we280

select a 24 hour period of data, calculate a timing shift, calculate the scalar calibration281

parameters, and then detect and flag outliers in the calibrated data. Flagged outliers282

are then removed from subsequent iterations. The idea is that during each iteration, the283

calibrated residuals tend closer and closer to 0, making the data jumps more obvious and284

easier to detect.285

The method we use for outlier detection is to first separate the 24 hour period of data286

into north and south flying half-orbit tracks. For each track, we fit a degree 5 polynomial287

to the scalar residuals as a function of latitude using robust regression to attempt to288

exclude the outliers. This polynomial is then subtracted from the residuals, and any289

remaining data point larger than 3 residual standard deviations is considered an outlier290

and flagged.291
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The iterative procedure is outlined below:292

1. Select a 24 hour period of SSM measurements293

2. For iteration k, compute a timing shift from this data using the procedure discussed294

in Sec. 3.3, ignoring any flagged outliers.295

3. Using the timing shift from the previous step, calculate the 9 scalar calibration296

parameters as outlined in Sec. 3.4.297

4. Fit and subtract a degree 5 polynomial in latitude to the calibrated scalar residuals298

using robust regression and flag any data points larger than 3 standard deviations.299

5. Iterate steps 2-4 until no more outliers are detected300

This procedure typically converges in about 5 iterations and works very well for the301

majority of orbital tracks, but it is not 100% accurate in detecting all data outliers.302

Problems can arise if there are exceptionally long baseline offsets (lasting many minutes)303

or if there are jumps near the poles where we select the beginning and end of our orbital304

tracks. In some of these cases, the polynomial fit to the residuals will be poor which can305

be detected and used to throw away the entire track. But other cases cannot be so easily306

detected. However, overall this procedure works quite well in producing reliable long-term307

signals of the timing shift and scalar calibration parameters. Figure 2 demonstrates the308

calibration and outlier iteration procedure discussed above. Each column of the figure309

contains a single latitudinal profile recorded by F-16 on 1 December 2010. The top310

row shows the two profiles after subtracting Pomme-8, computing an initial timing shift311

and scalar calibration, and computing a robust polynomial fit to the residuals. The312

middle row shows the result of subtracting the robust polynomial from the residuals,313

computing the standard deviation σ of the resulting data, and plotting ±3σ lines. Data314
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points outside of these lines are flagged as outliers and removed from further processing.315

The profiles are then iterated several more times until no further outliers are detected.316

The bottom row of the figure shows the final scalar residuals, after removing all outliers317

and computing and applying final timing shift and scalar calibration parameters. We318

see that the residual profile in the right column has been significantly flattened over319

the course of the calibration procedure. This is primarily due to the scalar calibration320

procedure discussed in Section 3.4, and indicates that the original DMSP data were not321

fully calibrated, leading to minima features at low-latitudes.322

Figure 3 shows the final timing shift signal for all 4 satellites. We see significant day-323

to-day variability, which is likely due to the noise in the dataset, and occasionally could324

result from a failure to detect all outliers as previously discussed. In addition to the day-325

to-day variability, we see longer term trends which vary on timescales of a year or more.326

These are most likely due to thermal noise relating to the amount of sunlight and heat327

absorbed by the satellite throughout the year. Since these longer-term trends are clearly328

visible in the signals, we cannot simply use a mean value for the instrument timing. We329

therefore fit a smoothing spline to the signal for each satellite, shown in red in Fig. 3 in330

order to eliminate the effects of the short term variability. This smoothing spline is used331

as the final timing shift.332

Figure 4 shows the scalar calibration signals for all 4 satellites. In the first column we333

plot the scale factors, which are dimensionless since the DMSP SSM measurements are al-334

ready provided in units of nanotesla. We see that the X and Z scale factors are relatively335

low-noise and stable over the entire time period. This is because the X and Z directions336

are roughly equal to the northward and downward directions respectively, the strongest337
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components of the geomagnetic field, and so are well resolved in the least-squares inver-338

sion. The Y component on the other hand, which is approximately eastward, represents339

the weakest component of the geomagnetic field over the orbit, and is less well constrained340

during the inversion. Therefore we find significant day-to-day noise in this component.341

The offsets are shown in the middle column and again show relative stability in the X342

and Z components and higher noise in the Y component. A nice secondary benefit of343

accurately determining the offsets is the removal of remanent magnetization fields. Since344

the offsets represent a constant field in the satellite frame, effects of remanent magnetiza-345

tion of materials close to the SSM instrument will be included and thus calibrated out of346

the data. The non-orthogonality angles are plotted in the last column. Here we see that347

the angles defined with respect to the poorly-resolved Y axis are noisier than αxz, which348

measures the angle between the well-resolved X and Z magnetometer axes. In some of349

the scalar calibration curves we see a significant annual oscillation. We again attribute350

this to thermal noise related to the amount of sunlight and heat absorbed by the satellite351

as the Earth orbits the Sun throughout the year. By accurately determining the scalar352

calibration parameters for each satellite, these thermal effects will be removed from the353

dataset. We fit smoothing splines (not shown) to each scalar calibration parameter similar354

to the timing signals in order to eliminate the day-to-day noise and keep the longer-term355

trends in the signals.356

3.6. Euler Angles

After the timing shift and scalar calibration parameters have been calculated, three357

Euler angles are computed which rotate the field vector into the spacecraft frame defined358

by the basis ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3. The DMSP SSM data are already provided in a coordinate system359
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fixed with respect to the satellite (up to errors in the attitude control system), and so we360

assume a constant three dimensional rotation from the provided coordinate system to our361

spacecraft basis. This rotation is defined by three Euler angles α, β, γ and the rotation is362

given by363

Bŝ(α, β, γ) = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ)Bssm (10)364

where Bssm is the calibrated magnetic field vector in some arbitrary spacecraft-fixed coor-365

dinate system, Bŝ is the vector in the ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3 basis, and the rotation matrices Rx, Ry, Rz366

represent rotations around the three coordinate axes of the arbitrary spacecraft-fixed sys-367

tem. Once we have the components of the magnetic field in the ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3 basis, we may368

then transform them to geocentric coordinates:369

Bgeocentric(α, β, γ) = TBŝ(α, β, γ) (11)370

where the transformation matrix T is given by371

T =





r̂ · ŝ1 r̂ · ŝ2 r̂ · ŝ3

θ̂ · ŝ1 θ̂ · ŝ2 θ̂ · ŝ3

φ̂ · ŝ1 φ̂ · ŝ2 φ̂ · ŝ3



 (12)372

and r̂, θ̂, φ̂ are the standard geocentric spherical basis vectors and ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3 are given in373

Eqs. 2-4. The unknown Euler angles α, β, γ are then computed by minimizing the error374

function375

ǫ(α, β, γ) =
∑

i

{

B
geocentric
i (α, β, γ)− Bmain(r(ti + δt))

}2

(13)376

where B
geocentric
i is the ith vector measurement transformed into geocentric coordinates377

using the Euler angles α, β, γ, and Bmain is the Pomme-8 vector field model. Euler angles378

are computed for each 24-hour time period, and time series of α, β, γ are shown in Fig. 5379

for each of the DMSP satellites.380

3.7. Final Calibrated Residuals
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Figure 6 shows the scalar residuals for F-16 taking all data for 2010, binning it in381

latitude and longitude and averaging each bin. We select 2010 since that was the last382

year of CHAMP vector measurements and so the Pomme-8 model is more accurate during383

that time frame. The left panel shows the original, uncalibrated data after subtracting384

Pomme-8. We see here the distinctive band of minima at low-latitudes, seen earlier in385

Fig. 1. The residuals are on the order of 80 nT, which is far too large for accurate main386

field modeling. In the right panel we show the same dataset after performing the timing,387

scalar, and Euler angle calibration, and eliminating outliers. Here we plot the dataset388

on the same 80 nT scale, but the residuals are in fact closer to 10 nT. Additionally, the389

systematic structure at low-latitudes has largely disappeared as a result of the calibration.390

Figure 7 shows the calibrated scalar residuals for all satellites F-15 through F-18 for391

the years 2009-2013, plotted on a scale of 10 nT. For each year, the data are binned392

in latitude and longitude and averaged over the year. Figure 8 shows the downward393

component calibrated Bz residuals for the same years. These are on the order of 30 nT394

for 2009-2011 and get larger in the later years 2012-2013. This is because the Pomme-8395

model used to calibrate the dataset is primarily based on CHAMP measurements and396

therefore cannot accurately predict the secular variation after 2010.397

4. Main Field Modeling
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Next we fit a spherical harmonic degree 15 main field model to the calibrated DMSP398

dataset. The model is given by399

Bx =
∑

nm

(a

r

)n+2

(gnm(t) cos mφ + hnm(t) sin mφ)
∂

∂θ
Pnm(cos θ) (14)400

By =
1

sin θ

∑

nm

(a

r

)n+2

m (gnm(t) sin mφ − hnm(t) cos mφ)Pnm(cos θ) (15)401

Bz = −
∑

nm

(n + 1)
(a

r

)n+2

(gnm(t) cos mφ + hnm(t) sin mφ) Pnm(cos θ) (16)402

403

where the degree n is summed from 1 to 15, order m is summed from 0 to n, r, θ, φ are404

the standard geocentric spherical coordinates, Pnm(cos θ) is the Schmidt semi-normalized405

associated Legendre function, a is the geomagnetic reference radius (6371.2 km), and the406

time-dependent coefficients are given by407

gnm(t) = g0

nm + ġnm(t − t0) +
1

2
g̈nm(t − t0)

2 (17)408

hnm(t) = h0

nm + ḣnm(t − t0) +
1

2
ḧnm(t − t0)

2 (18)409

410

with the main field coefficients g0
nm, h0

nm, secular variation coefficients ġnm, ḣnm, and sec-411

ular acceleration coefficients g̈nm, ḧnm to be determined. The epoch t0 was chosen as412

2012.0. The unknown coefficients are computed through robust linear regression using413

all calibrated DMSP data from 2010.5 through 2013.5. A three year period was chosen414

since the model’s time dependence is represented by a quadratic polynomial and three415

years of data were found to be long enough to accurately determine the secular accelera-416

tion. Only the vertical Bz component and scalar magnitude of the DMSP data were used417

for the modeling, since the Bx and By components are highly influenced by ionospheric418

and magnetospheric currents at high-latitudes. The Bz component is also influenced to a419

lesser extent by these systems, however it is required to include this in the modeling since420

the scalar data alone cannot guarantee a unique solution [Backus , 1986]. Therefore, we421
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use the Bz component data only below 55 degrees latitude to minimize the influence of422

high-latitude currents, and use the scalar data at all latitudes.423

Since the polar regions are sampled much more frequently than mid and low-latitudes,424

we organize the data into 1.8◦ latitude by 3.6◦ longitude bins and assign initial weights to425

the data as426

wij =
1

K

√

aij

nij

(19)427

where aij , nij are the area on a unit sphere and number of measurements for bin (i, j),428

respectively. These are designed to upweight sparsely sampled regions with larger areas429

(typically low-latitudes) and downweight densely sampled regions with smaller areas (typ-430

ically at the poles). K is a normalization constant chosen so that
∑

ij wij = 1. Applying431

these weights to the data significantly reduces the condition number of the least squares432

matrix and improves the resulting solution.433

Further reduction of the matrix condition number was achieved by nondimensionaliz-434

ing the time dependent factors t − t0 in the model and applying Tikhonov regularization435

[Tikhonov et al., 1995] to the secular acceleration coefficients above degree 8. Damp-436

ing these coefficients helps to mitigate the effect of the polar data gap due to DMSP’s437

inclination of 98.8◦.438

Additional weighting factors are computed via iteratively reweighted least squares439

(IRLS) using the Huber weighting function [Huber , 1996]. At each step of the itera-440

tion, these Huber weights are multiplied by the initial weights in Eq. 19 to produce the441

final weights. This procedure helps to minimize the effect of data outliers on the final442

model. The system is iterated 5 times to achieve convergence. The condition number443

of the final least squares matrix was 49.6 and the corresponding eigenvalue spectrum is444
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shown in Fig. 9. We see here that the spectrum decreases relatively smoothly with co-445

efficient index, indicating that the secular variation and acceleration coefficients are well446

resolved in the model. We call the resulting model DMSP-MAG-1 and its coefficients and447

software are available on the web at http://geomag.org/models/dmsp.html.448

4.1. External field

We include a simple model of fields originating in the magnetosphere and their induced449

counterparts. Here, we allow for an external field aligned with the dipole component of450

the main field, in addition to the steady ring current. The field can be represented as451

Bext = RC+Est

1
∑

m=0











(

g̃1m cos mφ + h̃1m sin mφ
)

∂θP1m

m
sin θ

(

g̃1m sin mφ − h̃1m cos mφ
)

P1m
(

g̃1m cos mφ + h̃1m sin mφ
)

P1m











+452

Ist

(a

r

)3
1

∑

m=0











(

g̃1m cos mφ + h̃1m sin mφ
)

∂θP1m

m
sin θ

(

g̃1m sin mφ − h̃1m cos mφ
)

P1m

−2
(

g̃1m cos mφ + h̃1m sin mφ
)

P1m











(20)453

454

where (g̃10, g̃11, h̃11) = 1√
g2

10
+g2

11
+h2

11

(g10, g11, h11) are the normalized main field dipole co-455

efficients computed previously, Est and Ist are the external and induced components of456

the external dipole field aligned with the main field [Maus and Weidelt , 2004], and RC457

represents the steady ring current field. The term RC is also a degree 1 spherical har-458

monic expansion of the external field, whose coefficients we took from Pomme-8. The459

above external field model offers a first-order approximation to the true external field,460

since a more sophisticated model would separate the contributions of the inner and outer461

magnetosphere into solar-magnetic (SM) and geocentric-solar-magnetospheric (GSM) co-462

ordinates [Maus and Lühr , 2005; Lühr and Maus, 2010].463
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5. Validation

We perform two validations of the model DMSP-MAG-1. The first is to compare with464

the World Magnetic Model (WMM) 2010 [Maus et al., 2010a]. WMM2010 is a degree 12465

main field model based on data from CHAMP, Ørsted, and ground magnetic observatories466

prior to and including 2010. In order to make a realistic comparison, we recalculated a467

DMSP-based model using data from 2009-2011 and using the same epoch t0 = 2010.0468

as the WMM2010. Figure 10 shows the main field and secular variation spectra for469

the two models, as well as the secular acceleration of DMSP-MAG-1. The main field470

coefficients agree very well while the secular variation exhibits small differences above471

spherical harmonic degree 9. This could be due to the polar data gap in the DMSP472

dataset.473

Next, we compare DMSP-MAG-1 with recent Ørsted satellite scalar data. We selected474

all available Ørsted data from January to June 2013 using the same data selection criteria475

discussed in section 3.2. Then we constructed a model based on the DMSP satellites from476

January 2010 through July 2013. The residuals were binned in latitude and longitude477

and averaged, and are shown in Fig. 11 (right). For comparison, we also show the Ørsted478

residuals against WMM2010 in the left panel. We can see that the DMSP residuals are479

significantly smaller than the WMM2010 for 2013. The rms difference over the globe is480

11.4 nT for DMSP, and 20.8 nT for WMM2010.481

6. Conclusion

We have calibrated the vector fluxgate magnetometer instruments on the DMSP F-15,482

F-16, F-17 and F-18 satellites to obtain a dataset suitable for main field modeling in the483

post-CHAMP era. First, careful orbit determination was performed to yield ephemeris484
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accurate to within 30m at one standard deviation over the orbit. Next, we calculated the485

instruments’ timing shifts, scalar calibration parameters, and Euler angles, in addition486

to carefully detecting and removing outliers due to other spacecraft fields. The resulting487

calibrated dataset, when compared with Pomme-8, has rms scalar residuals of about 10488

nT and rms Bz residuals of about 30 nT. We fit a degree 15 main field model to the489

calibrated DMSP dataset and find good agreement with WMM2010 during the years490

2009-2011. When compared with recent Ørsted scalar measurements, our DMSP-MAG-491

1 model offers a significant improvement over WMM2010, yielding rms differences of492

about 11 nT, compared with 21 nT for WMM2010. We believe this dataset will offer a493

valuable source of vector geomagnetic measurements in the years between CHAMP and494

the upcoming Swarm mission.495
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Figure 1. Samples of DMSP scalar residuals after subtracting Pomme main field model

for several orbital tracks. Data were recorded by F-17 on 4 May 2011.
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Figure 2. Each column contains an example of a magnetic profile with outlier detection

iteration. Top: uncalibrated scalar residual after subtracting Pomme model (black) with

robust polynomial fit (red). Middle: uncalibrated scalar residual minus robust polynomial

(black) with ±3σ lines (blue) to detect outliers. Bottom: final residual after applying

timing shift and scalar calibration and eliminating outliers. These data were recorded by

F-16 during two separate orbits on 1 December 2010.
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Figure 3. Timing shift time series (black) for DMSP satellites from January 2009

through July 2013, except for F-18 which was launched in October 2009. Red curves

show smoothing splines used for final timing signal.
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Figure 4. Scale factors, offsets, and non-orthogonality angles for F-15 (red), F-16

(green), F-17 (blue), and F-18 (teal). Smoothing splines are fitted to each parameter (not

shown).
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Figure 5. Euler angles computed daily from each DMSP satellite. Smoothing splines

are fitted to each parameter (not shown).
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Figure 6. Pomme-8 scalar residuals for F-16 averaged over 2010 gridded in latitude

and longitude prior to calibration (left) and after calibration (right).
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Figure 7. Calibrated scalar residuals for all satellites F-15 through F-18 and years

2009-2013.
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Figure 8. Calibrated Bz residuals for all satellites F-15 through F-18 and years 2009-

2013.
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Figure 9. Eigenvalue spectrum of model least squares matrix as a function of coefficient

index.
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Figure 10. Main field, secular variation and secular acceleration coefficients of DMSP-

MAG-1 compared with WMM2010 (WMM2010 does not provide secular acceleration).
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Figure 11. Residuals of Ørsted scalar data with WMM2010 (left) and DMSP-MAG-1

(right) from January through June 2013.
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